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APEX of Gulf undertook the Inteliam 
Business & Sustainability rating

About Inteliam

APEX of Gulf, a leading sales and logistics service provider from the United Arab Emirates, took
part in the Inteliam evaluation. The company is at the forefront in the sector for its strong social
related actions, digital and information systems and purchasing & sourcing strategies. The
association with Inteliam helps APEX to enhance its role in the market and to look further into
more advanced strategies, especially for environmental and other ESG actions.

Inteliam expands its presence in the United Arab Emirates, after being appointed to
provide business and sustainability assessment to APEX, automotive spare parts
specialist. 

Fadi de Jaroueh
General Manager of APEX

“A strong and innovative company committed 
to  improving its processes and going beyond  
market standards. Very open-minded team, 

ready to be part of the aftermarket 
transformation, always aiming to deliver the 

best performance possible 
for its customers”

 

“Inteliam assessment is a very interesting tool 
that sheds light on our processes and evaluates 

our environmental responsibilities; while 
comparing our standing with our peers.  The 

scorecard gave us some useful insights that will 
be taken into consideration for our future 
initiatives in sustaining the environment”

 

APEX OF GULF, headquartered in Jebel Ali Free Zone in Dubai, is a subsidiary of APEX AUTO PARTS
GmbH, a company established in Schweinfurt, Germany in 1988. The company’s mission is to be
a top service partner in dealing with automotive spare parts for European passenger cars and
trucks and industrial applications. APEX GULF is playing a leading role in the market thanks to its  
performance in corporate process and business expertise. For its customers, the company
holds large amounts of stock of fast movers, medium runners and even uncommon items that
are occasionally required by customers. 

Inteliam is a rating company dedicated to the Automotive Aftermarket. As an independent and
international entity, Inteliam has already assessed more than 80 distribution companies within the
aftermarket industry. Inteliam was created in 2020 with the support of leading industry stakeholders,
suppliers and distributors, willing to have a positive impact for the industry.
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